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Abstract – Remote sensing is a valuable tool for quantifying coastal erosion and the different
factors that cause it. Applied correctly, it may lead to future solutions, starting by the identification
of potential off-shore sand deposits that might be used for beach replenishment. In Cabo Rojo,
Puerto Rico, the erosion rate for a period of 12 years was as high as 1.88 millimeters per year. An
attempt to process an IKONOS satellite image of the area failed due to image preprocessing
problems, but image classification show differences in digital values in the different spectral classes.
This may indicate different sediment facies distribution, never forgetting that field data is extremely
important for verification.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
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RESULTS
A. Shoreline Changes
Table 1: Shoreline change per
transect
Transect
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Shoreline Change
(mm/yr)
1.89
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.95
0.67
0
0.95
0.67
0
0
0
0.67
0
0.67

Figure 1: Shoreline outlines. The photographs
were blown up to a scale of 1:5000. One inch in
the photograph represents five thousand inches
in real scale. (1 in = 0.0254 m; 80 m =
3,149.6062992 in (real scale); 80 m = .629
inches (Aerial Photo)).

B. Image Processing

Figure 5: Unsupervised classification
(Band MS-1)
Figure
2:
Rectified
and
atmospherically
corrected
IKONOS Satellite image of Cabo
Rojo, Puerto Rico.

Table 2:
Class distribution and
digital value for unsupervised
classification
Class
Name
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4
Class 5
Class 6
Class 7

Figure 3:
Masked IKONOS
Satellite Image

Npts
[6211737]
[11660711]
[8723895]
[10051635]
[6207253]
[2587745]
[5819584]

Pct
12.12%
22.75%
17.02%
19.61%
12.11%
5.05%
11.35%

Digital
Value
0
49
80
18
90
47
153

late 1990’s). The most affected area is
the northernmost part of the studied
area. An erosion rate of 1.88 mm/yr
was calculated.
Other areas show no change,
meaning that there is a balance between
erosion and accretion rate.
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Figure 7: Supervised classification
(Band MS-1)
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precise scale might quantify more
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Table 3: Class distribution and digital value
for supervised classification
Class
Name
Region #1
Region #2
Region #3
Region #4
Region #5
Region #6

Npts
[11007709]
[12949918]
[2515458]
[18995819]
[154725]
[5638931]

Pct
21.47%
25.26%
4.91%
37.06%
0.30%
11.00%

Digital
Value
61
17
255
101
45
140

As for the satellite image
analysis, both unsupervised isodata
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different class distribution.
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perform a supervised classification,
there

DISCUSSION
Comparison

between

aerial

photographs of 1987 and 1999 in the
Combate area show that there has been
a great loss of shoreline due to erosion.
This may be a result of coastal
construction (e.g. housing, man-made
structures), wave and current action and
storms (e.g. Hurricane Georges in the

are

noticeable

numerical

differences between classes. Since the
relation of digital values to radiance is
unknown due to failure due to problems
with the calibration procedure, no
discrimination for sediment facies could
be made.
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